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Impeded Pre-transition In Transition Sustainable Agile Nirvana

Rigid, "classic waterfall" environment 
with focus on projects instead of people.

Inspired by Agile way of working but not 
entirely committed to change

Beginning of Agile transformation. Often 
just following a process without experience.

Doing Agile with best practices in place and 
some routine experience.

Changed mindset and mastered practices.  Focus 
on empowering people, continuous improvement 

of both people and product.

Living agile. Unique and often just an 
academic state.

Engineering practices

Code Reviews and pairing
Code reviews don't happen or are 

carried out as an activity very late in 
development process. 

Coding standards have been agreed. Peer-
review has been conducted randomly and 

is usually forced by some authority.

Peer-reviews are conducted as the result of 
the team's decision, however, some process 
around it is required because the habit isn't 

in place yet. It's common that the team 
feels slowed down by this practice.

CR is recognised as valuable practice, 
developers ask for the review continuously, 

and the majority of the team can conduct CR 
to each other. Conducting CR is treated as a 

priority to unblock others. Ad hoc pair 
programming (PP) occurs primarily to tackle 

more challenging tasks.

PP happens frequently because developers see 
value in person interaction over the passive CR 
practice. Developers are pro-active in seeking 

opportunities to do so and experiment with other 
forms of pairing such as mob programming. 

Team experiments with different ways of 
pairing people together and metrics (such as 

pairing matrix) are collected around how 
effective the team is pairing.

QA

Testers aren't part of the cross-
functional team, testing is done by 

testers and is manual. Discussion about 
how to test happens after work has 

been coded. 

Testers are included in teams. Discussion 
about how to test happens before work 
starts, either as part of refinement or by 
conducting 3 Amigos, however testers 

wait with any activity until the work has 
been coded. 

Testers are involved early in the process 
and don’t wait until the work has been 
coded.  Testers write some automated 

tests, but the majority is done manually. 

Developers regularly participate in testing 
and writing automated tests. Testers’ 

primary focus is writing automated tests and 
work isn't considered to be slowed down by 

the testing phase.

Testing and writing automated tests is the 
responsibility of the whole team. Testers' primary 

focus is to improve test environment, write 
advanced tests (performance, penetration, smoke 
test, etc.) and educate the team about automated 

tests writing and QA culture. 

QA culture is being cherished by developers 
who fully distributed QA engineer role 
responsibilities into the team without 

compromising its impact. QA toolset and suite 
is so mature that developers don’t experience 
testing overhaul and keep on improving their 

QA skills. 

Test Automation All testing is manual or there aren't any 
tests at all.

Some automated unit and non-functional 
tests exist and are run ad hoc.

Automated unit tests are written for all new 
code and are integrated with the build 

system.

Basic concepts like mocks and stubs are 
understood and used. The team has begun 
adding automated tests around legacy code 
and started writing a different kind of tests 

such as Integration tests, Acceptance and UI 
test.

Robust testing framework to test also 
performance, stress, load, etc. is in place. Testing is 
built into the CI environment and is monitored for 

changes. Alerts are generated when results are out 
of the acceptable range. The team collects metrics 

on the effectiveness of their testing.

Testing framework is used to perform 
experiments to improve the results of tests. 
Acceptable ranges are continually pushed 

forward to improve performance, load, 
scalability, etc.

Continuous Integration No staging environment for CI
The team is practising some aspects of CI 
without a CI server. Developers commit, 

update and run tests ad hoc. 

The team has a CI server that deploys the 
code to the staging environment, compiles 

all code and runs all automated tests.

The team uses the CI server to create 
production builds, integrates daily and does 
frequent small releases often multiple times 

a week. Feature flags, automated rollback 
system and techniques to enable frequent 

delivery are used.

The team isn't blocked by anyone else (such as 
infrastructure team) from releasing on its own 

whenever it needs. CI is used to practice 
continuous delivery and the team experiments 

with other practices to improve CD such as 
Infrastructure As a Code.

CD is used to continuously validate business 
assumptions in an automated fashion (such as 

the impact on the conversion rate, etc.).

Architecture

Architecture is wholly designed and 
documented before work (in waterfall 

fashion) usually by a responsible person 
such as Architect, Business Analyst or 

Team Lead.

Architecture is designed in advance, the 
team is involved in decision making, and 
there is some room for the unknown left 

to be explored on the go.

Architecture is commonly drafted in 
advance, however more as a guide to be 

delivered iteratively in functional 
increments. The team is responsible for the 

final solution.

The team starts with just-enough 
architecture planned in advance, and the 

rest of the solution emerges little by little as 
the team builds up the code in small 

increments. The team still doesn’t feel 
entirely comfortable with the decision as 

there isn’t a "plan for future"

Architecture runway and technical vision exists to 
guide emerging design and is owned by the team. 

Assumptions about optimal designs are 
continuously measured and validated using 

techniques such as prototyping, A/B test, etc.

Refactoring No refactoring practice

Code refactoring happens sporadically and 
in big-bang fashion. The need to refactor is 
discovered during the very first attempt to 

implement the new solution. 

Technical debt has been identified and 
documented. Technical stories have been 

created, but rarely planned.

Some amount of refactoring done as needed 
when implementing stories. On top, some 
technical stories to fix technical depth are 

planned.

Majority of refactoring is done in the appropriate 
amount with most user stories.

Deep understanding of refactoring. True 
refactoring is a cultural norm.

 Core agile practices

Standups Not being held
Standups occur less regularly, aren't 

productive and don't affect how the team 
works. 

Standups occur regularly, however, it's 
purpose it's more about informing everyone 

rather than to collaborate. 

Standup is used to effectively organise work, 
to identify goals and actions to be 

accomplished until the next Standup. 

The team utilises Standup as an Inspect & Adapt 
mechanism and welcomes the change of its plan to 

deliver more value if needed. The team actively 
experiments with new approaches to Standup.

Continuos realtime discussion replaces 
Standups to improve team resposnsivnes to 

change. 

Retrospectives

Not being held or held at the end of a 
project in form of lessons learned, 

which in its true form does not help the 
actual project, and is treated as yet 

another document that nobody reads

Retrospectives are held only ah hoc to 
inspect big problems.

Retrospectives are held regularly, however, 
identified problems aren’t often solved due 

to lack of discipline. 

Retrospectives are productive, affect how 
the team works as impediments are resolved 

and improvements carried on. However,  
they need to be facilitated Scrum Master to 

maintain the discipline. 

Driven by the team, everyone actively participates, 
format varies from time to time to improve its 

outcomes.

Creatively run, forward-looking, often 
produces breakthrough ideas that are acted 

on and produce results.

Reviews
The feedback loop is maintained only 

between the Product Manager and 
Stakeholders. 

The team attempts regularly scheduled 
demos. The demos are weak with little to 
show. Some of the work from the sprint is 

non-demonstrable, indicating that the 
team is not focused on customer value. 

The team doesn’t ask for feedback. 
Attendance by stakeholders is sporadic. 

Demos are scheduled regularly with key 
stakeholders in regular attendance. Some 
little feedback is provided, but it’s a rather 

one-direction communication.

Discussion about given feedback is a natural 
part of Review and gained learning reflected 

on the next work. 

The team can demonstrate the value delivered, 
and all essential stakeholders and sponsors attend 

as Review is recognised important. The team 
measures the quality of the event and the 

feedback that is solicited from it, experiments with 
different ways to hold Review and measures the 

impact. 

The team actively experiments with new 
methodologies and practices for better 

Review and communication with stakeholders 
is almost continuous. 

Limiting WIP?
The concept of limiting work in progress 

either doesn't exist, or is not well 
understood to implement.

Delivering in smaller batches is considered 
beneficial, but its application isn't very 

disciplined.

Limiting WIP is achieved by breaking work 
into features (small group of stories) or by 
planning functional increment for iteration.

Limiting WIP is recognised as valuable 
practices and applied to reduce cycle time 

for the engineering cycle.

The number of product initiatives being actively 
pursued (ideas to explore, backlog size, features 
being actively developed, stories to analyse) is 

actively kept low.

One piece flow is understood and actively 
being pursued during the whole SDLC.

Progress tracking
Transparency of the progress is very 

bad, and its estimate is based purely on 
expectations of the responsible person.

The team is partially involved in progress 
tracking. That usually consists of breaking 

work down into smaller chunks with a 
rough estimate.

Progress is forecasted based on empirical 
data. That commonly involves comparing 
delivered and remaining part of backlogs 

and the team's velocity. There is a 
significant divergence in velocity and 

reliability of forecast is bad.

As the delivery is more predictable, 
estimates are more accurate, and feedback 
loop mechanic such as Demo is in place, the 
main progress tracking tool is a combination 

of Burndown Chart and regular reviews. 

The team proactively uses progress information to 
head off potential problems and to improve the 

process. The emphasis from delivering on the 
scope has shifted to verifying the business value, 

hence progress tracking become less relevant. 

Value is delivered and reviewed continuously, 
backlog continuously reprioritised and 
progress tracking becomes irrelevant.

Metrics meassured None or project oriented metrics.
Defects are recorded and their number 

over time is usually tracked as a side 
effect.

Velocity is tracked to improve planning. A 
metric about defects is communicated to 

emphasise the problem of technical depth.

The team explores other metrics to be more 
data-driven. Majority of metrics track the 

team's internal function such as cycle-time, 
happiness index, cumulative flow diagram 

and sprint burndown chart.

The team also tracks metrics focused on the 
system and its environment such as lead-time, 

team health check, number of releases, etc.

The team embodied the need to measure to 
improve and continuously reviews the best 

metrics to promote its work.

Product

Work Item
Traditional WBS (PBS) and detailed 

requirements are used to document 
work to do.

There is aim to create smaller 
requirements (epics perhaps). Majority of 

work items is technical.

Work is broken into smaller items aiming to 
deliver value. These adopt a formalised 

format such as User Story / Features with a 
defined priority and estimate.

Work items represent vertical slices fulfiling 
INVEST criteria. Acceptence criteria is 

documented.

Team experiment with new ways to break work 
down and to document work items.  in-person 

conversation is favoured over exhaustive 
documentation.

The team aims for Just-in-Time and Just-
Enough documentation.

Work Items Refinement
Work is refined by single person (such 

as Architect) who isn't a domain expert.
Work is refined by single person (such as 

Team Lead) who is a domain expert. 

The whole team refines work together. 
Product Manager and Stakeholders are 

missing.

The team does refinement together with 
Product Manager and is pro-active in helping 

to identify optimum User Stories and 
necessary acceptance criteria. Refinement is 

initiated and lead by Product Manager.

The team conducts refinement continuously and 
with Stakeholders.

Product ownership
Not a clear direction. Work comes from 

multiple sources without clear 
governance and prioritisation.

There is an identified person, SPOC, in 
charge of requirements management who 

helps to identify priorities.

Formal product owner has been elected. 
Product backlog emerges by steering 

requirements from stakeholders and the 
product owner contribution.

PO owns the product and priorities and uses 
feedback from stakeholders as input for the 

decision making.

PO has a product vision, validates product 
assumptions and shares learnings with the 

company.

PO has a strong understanding of the product 
domain, he's up to date with the recent 

market expectations and provides guidance to 
stakeholders for strategic decisions.

Product Backlog

There isn’t a single artefact with all 
requirements recorded. Requirements 

are managed by each stakeholder 
individually.

Requirements are collected in one place 
with identified priorities.

The Product Manager has the beginnings of 
a story backlog. Work to be done is 

collected in one place transparent to 
everyone. Story sizing and business value 

are sporadically assigned.

Product backlog is prioritized, organized and 
shaped like an iceberg. Relative assessments 

of level of effort and business value are 
assigned.

The Product Manager has a process around 
organising their backlog, e.g., a Kanban system for 

discovery and story creation activities. Metrics 
such as cycle time and level of effort on story 

creation are tracked.

The team actively experiments with new 
methodologies and practices to groom, 

manage and prioritise the backlog and uses 
metrics to measure the effects.

Long term goals
No roadmap, no vision. Lack of work 

consistency. Majority of work is being 
distributed ad-hoc.

There is usually some person who can say 
what is more likely the next big priority.

Backlog consisting of prioritised 
requirements provides basic view of the 

future. Priorities change frequently due to 
lack of vision.

Vision exists, priorities are more stable and 
work more cohisive..

An agile roadmap exists, has been acknowlaged / 
agreed and is publicly communicated.

The whole company is well informed about 
the delivered value and continuously 

celebrates successes.

 Scaling 

Shared Backlog Backlogs don't exist Backlogs don't exist Every team has its own backlog and own 
Product Owner.

Majority of teams have their own backlog. 
Occasionally some teams experiment with 

the shared backlog approach.

Company is pro-active in reducing number of 
backlogs in use. Majority of teams working on the 

same product share single product  backlog.

Shared Codebase - -
Teams never implement change into a 

foreign codebase.

Teams adhere code ownership of other 
teams, yet their are courageous to 

implement the change in the foreign 
codebase on their own and request review 

(merge-request) when finished. 

The codebase is shared (at least for a cluster of 
dependent teams), and there isn't any ownership 
forcing individuals to request permission for edit.

Cross-team impediments

Project Managers manage cross-team 
dependency in a waterfall fashion. One 
team continues working after the other 

finished its part.

Project Manager manages cross-team 
dependency, the majority of work is done 

sequentially.

Product Managers or Scrum Masters 
manage cross-team dependency. Teams 

aim to work in parallel if possible, but 
integrate when every team finished their 

part.

Teams (Team Leads) manage cross-team 
dependency. Teams dependent on each 

other run Scrum of Scrum and discuss 
required collaboration during planning 

meetings. Integration happens frequently, 
after sprint on avg. 

Teams collaborate closely and continuously 
avoiding waiting for each other. Impact on other 

teams is considered in every decision. 
Teams are able to predict, identify and resolve 

impediments without external help.

 Team
 environm

ent

Teamwork

Individuals do not understand the team 
goals and objectives and have only a 
general idea of their limited areas of 

responsibility. They act within this 
limited area and seek permission when 

they need to go beyond these areas. 
The form of management is command 
and control and accountability only for 

part of work over the solution.

Individuals begin to understand what the 
team is responsible for. They start to 
figure out what they need to do to 

accomplish these goals rather than blindly 
sticking to specific tasks that have been 

assigned to them.

The team works together to create a plan to 
meet their goals and has a say about what 
expetise in the team is required. They aim 

to self-organise but need guidance and 
decisions aren't fully decentralised.

The team is fully self-organised and adheres 
and demonstrate core agile values - Respect, 

Courage, Openness, Commitment. Rather 
than ask for permission, they inform others 

of their intended actions.

Team is self-organised, feels ownership for its work 
as well as performence, lives agile values and is 

inspiration for others.

The team is self-managed, self-aware, and can 
distribute the responsibility of the line-

manager (recruiting, performance review, 
learning, individual development, etc..) and 

positively influences the rest of the company.

Cross functional
A significant portion of what is needed 
to get the stories to done exists outside 

of the team.

Majority of the necessary skills for 
performing the work exist on the team, 
but there is still a dependency on other 

teams. 

All of the necessary skills for performing the 
work exist on the team. 

There is some cross training of skills. Most of the team is cross-trained on most of those 
skills.

Any team member can temporarily substitute 
anyone else. Knowledge is shared with the 
whole team, so someone’s leave doesn’t 

jeopardise the team. The team is aware of the 
Bus Factor problem and is pro-active in 

mitigating it.

Information Radiators
Information radiators are sporadic and 

distributed to a select audience.

The team seldom uses information 
radiators. When present, they don't 
influence team's behaviour because 

people don't see value in ithem.

Common information radiators (build 
status, team velocity) exists to bring more 

transparency, but don't directly or 
effectively influence the team's behaviour.

Team finds radiators valuable and they 
effectively influence team's behaviour.

The team identifies and maintains information 
radiator on its own.

The team actively experiments with new 
information radiators.

Morale

The regular occurrence of behaviours 
such as blame game, finger pointing, 

denial, anger, shouting, backstabbing, 
passive aggressiveness, and 

scapegoating. Active resistance to 
change. There is churn, or people are 

frequently making references to quitting 
or how much they dislike their work or 

work environment.

There are still elements of the previous 
state, but there is steady progress away 

from those behaviours, problems are 
being iregularly addressed, and there is a 
general feeling that morale is improving.

Problems are quickly addressed and people 
are getting along.

The team is generally happy, engaged, 
productive, and genuinely enjoy working 

together.

Team members experience culture of trust, 
support each other to overcome individual 

weaknesses and pull together.

Most team members feel like this is one of the 
best teams they have ever worked on, they 

are excited to come in to work and are looking 
forward to the next day when they leave.


